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as the final preparations were made to end the siege of vraks, one of the
regiments of the 88th siege army was hit by the second of the chaos storms.
in a desperate attempt to save the troops, the death korps' commanders sent
the fleet of tanks bound for vraks back to lucius. a few of the death korps'
titans were diverted to help the beleaguered forces on lucius but the imperial
relief force was forced to return to the imperial worlds. the remaining
defenders fell back towards the regiments that had started the push back, and
the 88th siege army was finally in control. the first of the landing craft arrived
at the worlds' capital city of tersa, five days after the initial attack. the city was
fully defended. the imperial forces had already broken through the defences
and encircled the city. the defenders were under fire from the ships' guns and
the orbital bombardment of the planet's atmosphere. the defenders knew they
had little chance of survival. the news of the total collapse of the siege was
met with relief by the entire imperial guard. this crisis was finally over and
could be put down to the resolve of the loyal soldiers of the 88th siege army.
the guardsmen of krieg took stock of the damage that had been done in their
failed campaign against vraks. they blamed the chaos space marines for their
suffering, not just the traitors that came from the warp to the world, but all the
daemonic evils that had been unleashed on vraks in the previous years. the
imperial guard had watched with horror as the heretics had been driven from
the world. with the fall of the fortress the cultist sorcerer had vanished back
into the warp. the heretics had been bloodily dispatched, the imperial guard
had endured a long, hard and costly campaign. what remained on vraks was a
scattering of smaller heretical fortress and outposts, held by the remaining
loyalist forces. with the krieg siege regiments already on the march, the
imperial guard had only days to prepare and plan.
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